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Agenda and Overview 
The meeting began with introductions and an overview of the meeting objectives and agenda.  

An initial inquiry was made on how the workgroup will obtain input from the campuses which will need 
to be an ongoing consideration as part of future workgroup meetings.  

President McDonald provided context on the activities of the Leadership Council of Presidents. The 
Presidents will take an active role in leading Charting the Future initiatives and coordination of activities 
happening at system colleges and universities.  

Another noted element was the interconnections with other focus areas such as advising, transfer, and 
online that will need to be ongoing considerations for the workgroup.  

Review of the APC Workgroup Charge 
The workgroup noted a number of suggestions which are captured in the revised charter.  

Context on Academic Planning and Collaboration team 
Lynda and Marilyn Wells provided an overview of the work of the earlier Charting the Future work team 
on Academic Planning and Collaboration, which was primarily focused on the legislative directive to 
develop transfer pathways. The current workgroup takes its direction from the five strategies provided 
to the original APC team, as well as from that team’s recommendations. Among the priorities that team 
set for future action, and that are already underway through projects led by the system office are the 
work on updated web-based transfer tools and resources as well as the development of a collaboration 
toolkit for campuses. The team had also noted that AAS pathways to the baccalaureate needs to be 
addressed by the system, along with corresponding advising. An AAS-to-BAS workgroup, directed by 
2015 legislation, is working on those topics. 
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CTF recommendations 
The team discussed the five initial CTF recommended strategies for academic planning and 
collaboration, plus the original APC team’s recommendations, which it grouped together under the five 
strategies. The workgroup’s own additional focus areas are highlighted in bold below. 

1. Develop a comprehensive academic planning process that aligns our course and program 
offerings and support services to student demand as well as to regional and state workforce 
needs. 
• Find ways for institutions to help each other to share processes in academic planning. 

Specifically: create a repository with access to academic plans and key contacts from 
around the system. Collate all of the resources needed for successful collaborations and 
make them easily accessible for all.  [NOTED: This is being done in part by the system 
office’s creation of a collaboration toolkit through consultation with campuses.] 

• All new programs should be created with transfer pathways (to all universities) included: 
Comparable program pathways. If there is a graduate degree, this should be included in 
the pathway.  

• Formative and summative evaluation must be an integral component of all academic 
planning and transfer endeavors. Evaluation and assessment be integrated into any 
programming.  

• Student services need to be integrated with academic planning and collaborative 
initiatives.  

• Use the TPT model to collaboratively create transfer models that best serve students 
across 2 year and 4 year programs.  

• Faculty should consult with each other across the system when new programming is 
developed.  

• Include academic support services such as library, math and learning centers, and support 
for undergraduate research, in master academic plans. 

• Academic funding models should be addressed in master academic plans. Explore a range 
of funding opportunities (including legislative proposals, grants, and private-sector 
partnerships) for system-level priorities in academic program development, high-impact 
practices, and other academic planning needs. 

• Need to study model academic planning processes. What are the risks and benefits in 
expedited program approval, trial programs and other approaches that offer more 
responsiveness? 

• What are the roles of faculty in creation of new programs, and in program review and 
maintenance? How do those roles need to be supported? 

• What is innovation? In practice, and in advancement of our disciplines and programs? 
• How can academic planning highlight the distinctiveness of our colleges and universities, 

allow for unique approaches, while also offering students the benefits of a system? 
 

2. Advance student success by expanding access to our academic programs and courses through 
flexible scheduling and course delivery models, as well as deeper collaboration among our 
colleges and universities. 
• Review and analyze the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) and determine its role in 

the new transfer pathways process.  
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• Find ways to better use calendars (align, create consistency) to assist students in 
program completion and academic success.  

• Explore extramural funding to address new program development, high impact 
practices, and other academic planning needs including the transfer pathways and 
emerging modalities like competency based transfer.  

• Specifically, start dates (multiple and continuous), length of semester (trimester model), 
common market passport, cohort models of varying types --- flexible delivery models.  

• Analyze and develop models (including the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum) of emerging, 
new, and useful policies/practices for transfer.  

• Equity and diversity priorities of our system. Identify students and community experts 
to help us. 

• Joint conferral of degrees 
• Academic program quality and HLC faculty qualifications  
• Online courses and programs as part of master academic planning 
• Movement of students across institutions and challenges for diverse populations 
• Innovation as it affects academic programming; example of layoffs on the Iron Range 

and ability to respond collaboratively  
• Role of faculty and collective bargaining; how can collective bargaining drive 

innovation? 
• Common scheduling while acknowledging regional differences 

 
3. Integrate and coordinate our facilities and technology planning to enhance students’ 

educational experience. 
• Integrate facility and technology plans with academic planning  
• Common technology resources/degree path tool such as Agilegrad that can show the 

student the complete pathway, and when classes will be offered.  
• A one-stop website for all information related to transfer should be developed, 

including access to DARS which should include the complete pathway, not just the 
current degree the student is working towards. Merge all transfer resources into one 
website that is easy to navigate and user friendly.  [NOTED: Design of this web resource 
is underway at the system office.] 

• Advising and student services integrated with APC transfer activities 
 

4. Increase attention to professional development and engage our faculty in ongoing disciplinary 
and interdisciplinary collaborations to strengthen the transferability and quality of program 
offerings. 
• Enhance mutual respect (for faculty, programs, and students) across institutions and 

sectors, using the transfer pathways team (TPT) model.  
• Training about transfer needs to be system-wide, broadly based (including Chairs), and 

held frequently.  
• Faculty discipline groups should meet regularly.  
• Connecting faculty to support knowledge creation and innovation 

 
5. Accelerate the development of partnerships with secondary schools to provide opportunities for 

college-ready students to take college-level courses tuition-free while in high school, making 
higher education more affordable and accessible. 
• Partnerships with K-12 advising and reaching diverse populations 
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Future meetings 
• Face-to-face for the chance to meet, but with WebEx option always available 
• Structured agendas with concrete outcomes and notes that indicate who is doing what 
• Members should identify research questions, need for system facts and for experts/guest speakers 
• Agreed to 10:30-1pm every other Friday with lunch – appointments will be sent by system office** 

Topics for future meetings 
Among the potential focus areas, the following were noted as initial meeting topics. 
• Defining academic planning: what is a master academic plan, for an institution, for a system? How 

are academic plans developed and maintained? 
• Professional development and engagement of faculty and staff around academic planning priorities 
• Explore range of funding opportunities-grants, legislative, federal, foundations-and process for 

systematic response. Possible assistance or training for campuses 
• Explore the pluses and minuses of aligning academic calendars 
• Partnerships with K-12 and business and industry 

Next Meeting 
January 29, 10:30am – 1pm in the Twin Cities metro area 
Primary focus on processes for academic planning that will include the following potential elements- 

• Overview of MSU, Mankato academic planning process (Marilyn Wells)** 
• Overview of two-year college academic planning process (TBD)** 
• Examples of academic planning processes and documents in other state systems (TBD)** 

 

 

**ACTION ITEM 

 


